Underwriting for Fair Housing? Achieving Civil Rights Goals in Affordable Housing Programs

Henry Korman

Part I: Introduction

For more than thirty-five years, all public housing development in Chicago has been subject to the oversight of a federal district court in order to enforce a consent decree designed to reverse “intentionally perpetuated racial segregation” in public housing authority (PHA) tenant assignment and siting policies.1 In decisions spanning 2003, 2004, and 2005, public housing residents displaced by the demolition and revitalization efforts of the Chicago Housing Authority withstood motions to dismiss two separately filed cases claiming that the PHA’s relocation efforts perpetuated racial segregation and violated fair housing laws.2 In Florida, a district court allowed public housing residents to proceed with fair housing and civil rights claims against a PHA seeking to demolish and revitalize a public housing development with HOPE VI funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).3 A court in Massachusetts blocked the use of selection preferences favoring local residents in the Section 8 housing choice voucher programs administered by several suburban housing authorities because the preferences improperly excluded minority applicants from program participation.4 A federal court in New York stopped the use of selection preferences for working families because the preferences undermined implementation of a civil rights consent decree.5 Fair housing principles blocked prepayment of a Rural Rental Housing Program loan and termination of a project-based Section 8 contract in Arkansas.6 In Maryland, a district court ruled against HUD’s motion for summary judgment on tenant claims that the agency violated its responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act in the disposition of a foreclosed multi-
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family property. After ten years of litigation in Baltimore, a separate federal court said that HUD violated fair housing requirements by failing to engage in regional activities to end residential segregation in public housing. In New Jersey, it must have seemed as if civil rights law would bring a complete stop to the development of Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTCs). There, civil rights groups argued that the housing credit agency’s allocation of tax credits perpetuated racial segregation by concentrating LIHTC properties in urban, segregated neighborhoods.

These cases are connected by a single principle, a principle that federal, state, and local housing agencies, developers, and property managers disregard at considerable peril. In all of the cases, the courts held that housing providers have an affirmative duty to further fair housing.

The governmentwide obligation to affirmatively further fair housing is codified in the federal Fair Housing Act. The mandate directs all federal executive departments and agencies to “. . . administer their programs and activities relating to housing and urban development (including any Federal agency having regulatory or supervisory authority over financial institutions) in a manner to affirmatively further the purposes of [the Fair Housing Act]. . . .”

The goal of this directive is not only to deploy federal resources against all forms of housing discrimination but also to ensure that active steps are “taken to fulfill, as much as possible, the goal of open, integrated residential housing patterns and to prevent the increase of segregation, in ghettos, of racial groups whose lack of opportunity [Title VIII] was designed to combat.” As a result, and as evidenced by the litigation that seeks to enforce it, the responsibility to further fair housing reaches into every aspect of affordable housing, from site selection, demolition, displacement, and relocation to architectural design, marketing, tenant selection, and occupancy policies.

The disputes that underlie the litigation highlight a divide between community development activists whose efforts focus on the revitalization of distressed neighborhoods in urban centers and civil rights advocates committed to the development of affordable housing in suburban areas as a means of breaking down persistent patterns of residential segregation, isolation, and poverty. The divide has been a feature of debates concerning civil rights and housing and community development from the first years after the enactment of Title VIII. It also is evident that the day-to-day work of achieving a fair housing result in affordable housing is challenging and sometimes comes with its own human cost in terms of displacement that can drive poor households further into high-poverty, segregated neighborhoods. Under the circumstances, it is not entirely out of bounds to wonder whether the obligation to further fair housing is incompatible with the business of building and providing affordable housing.

Such a conclusion would be false. The three decades of litigation that have followed the enactment of Title VIII have been characterized by numerous civil rights successes, such as the renewal and desegregation of
public housing in Dallas, Texas, resulting from Walker v. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Moreover, a housing provider that is attentive to civil rights concerns has substantial discretion in choosing the methods deemed necessary to fulfill the responsibility to further fair housing. Consequently, the “threat” to the construction of affordable housing posed by the obligation to further fair housing, if it exists at all, should not be different from any of the other risks routinely considered in the development process, including, for example, environmental hazards or financial risks.

A large and important body of literature directed at policy makers urges reforms to federal, state, and local government housing practices as a means of promoting equal opportunity and reversing entrenched conditions of segregation and discrimination. The audience for this article is not policy makers but rather development practitioners, i.e., the developers, lenders, syndicators, and lawyers involved in the day-to-day mechanics of designing, building, and leasing or selling affordable housing.

This article examines what it means to affirmatively further fair housing and considers the difficulties faced in the employment of the strategies used “to fulfill, as much as possible, the goal of open, integrated residential housing patterns.” It argues that the obligation to further fair housing can and should be served by treating civil rights concerns with the same level of care and attention devoted to any of the other risks typically underwritten in an affordable housing real estate transaction. Tax credit developers are familiar with underwriting criteria that address tax-related financial risk factors from the standpoint of statutory and judicial standards, agency regulation, and subregulatory guidance. This article examines the possibility of fair housing underwriting from a similar perspective.

Part I is this introduction. Part II explores the judicial interpretations of the obligation to further fair housing, including the responsibility to utilize institutionalized methods to ensure compliance with civil rights duties. Part III describes the federal interagency standards that define and implement the responsibility, focusing on the fair housing mechanisms used by the two federal agencies with the largest stake in affordable housing: HUD as the lead federal fair housing and housing and community development agency, and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as the agency charged with administering the LIHTC program. Parts IV and V identify fair housing risk factors. Part IV explores civil rights critiques of affordable housing programs, and Part V assesses civil rights progress in affordable housing development and the difficulties in implementing civil rights reforms; it also examines strategies commonly used to achieve fair housing goals.

In Part VI, the article considers housing development underwriting techniques. It concludes by urging the use of comparable fair housing underwriting methods that assess and mitigate civil rights risks as one modest means of carrying out the duty to affirmatively further fair housing.
Part II: Judicial Enforcement of the Duty to Further Fair Housing

Consider for a moment the legal opinions that are a routine feature of affordable housing transactions. Opinions assure lenders and syndicators that the borrower is a properly formed business organization with the capacity and authority to complete a transaction. Opinions state that the transactional documents are enforceable against the executing parties. A tax attorney’s opinion will address a host of considerations regarding statutory compliance with the Internal Revenue Code (Code) and IRS regulations, audit risks based on judicial interpretations of the Code and the regulations, and the effect of the transaction’s structure on an investor’s expected rate of return in light of those requirements. Opinions tell a lender or an investor that a knowledgeable professional has examined and approved the transaction after reviewing applicable legal requirements. Elements of affordable housing transactions naturally involve risks, and civil rights compliance is no different. Like other risks, civil rights compliance is a risk that has its origin in statute as interpreted by the courts, if the case law on the obligation to further fair housing is any measure. This section of the article examines that element of the obligation to further fair housing.

Courts enforce the statutory responsibility to comply with Title VIII and to further fair housing against federal agencies such as HUD, the Office of the Comptroller of Currency, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Rural Housing Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.19 State allocating agencies administering the tax credit program;20 state agencies serving as lenders of federal funds in the HOME program;21 state quasi-public agencies administering tax-exempt bonds;22 owners operating multifamily assisted housing;23 owners seeking to refinance assisted housing;24 housing authorities administering public housing, HOPE VI grants, and tenant-based Section 8 vouchers;25 and redevelopment authorities and cities administering community development and urban renewal funds26 all face the possibility of a challenge for disregard of the obligation. The responsibility to further fair housing protects all classes of people covered by the Fair Housing Act, which prohibits discrimination against families with children and people with disabilities and forbids discrimination based on race, color, national origin, religion, and sex.27

As interpreted by the courts, the responsibility has several elements. First, discrimination is prohibited, including deliberate discrimination, acts that aid or disregard the discrimination of others, and facially neutral practices that have a discriminatory effect on the classes of people protected by fair housing laws.28 Next, those with the obligation to further fair housing have a responsibility to consider the civil rights impact of housing and development decisions. This second obligation requires agencies to consider, for example, whether the siting of new assisted developments or the demolition and disposition of existing developments will result in segregation and isolation of minorities.29 It also imposes a more global respon-
sibility to “utilize some institutionalized method whereby . . . [the agency] has before it the relevant racial and socio-economic information necessary for compliance with its duties” to further fair housing.30 Finally, the codification of a duty to further fair housing reflects the congressional desire “to fulfill . . . the goal of open, integrated residential housing patterns and to prevent the increase of segregation” and “to assist in ending discrimination and segregation to the point where the supply of genuinely open housing increases.”31

When an agency or recipient assumes and carries out the responsibility to further fair housing, the actions of the agency receive considerable deference. Judicial enforcement of the obligation in actions against federal agencies is through the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). An agency action for a violation of the responsibility to promote fair housing under the APA will be set aside only if it is “arbitrary or capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.”32 Under this standard, an agency “possesses broad discretionary powers to develop, award, and administer its grants and to decide the degree to which they can be shaped to help achieve Title VIII’s goals.”33 Though not subject to the federal APA, state agencies enjoy a similar level of deference.34 Agency discretion is not unlimited, however. Deference to the exercise of discretion “simply means that a court is less likely to find against the agency, for the agency is less likely to have acted unlawfully.”35

For Title VIII purposes, the threshold for ascertaining whether there is an abuse of discretion and a consequent disregard of the obligation to further fair housing

implies, at minimum, an obligation to assess negatively those aspects of a proposed course of action that would further limit the supply of genuinely open housing and to assess positively those aspects of a proposed course of action that would increase that supply. If [the agency] is doing so in a meaningful way, one would expect to see, over time . . . activity that tends to increase, or at least . . . does not significantly diminish the supply of open housing.36

Under this approach, a disregard of the overall regional civil rights effect of decisions about the allocation of housing resources violates the duty to further fair housing while allocation practices that balance the distribution of resources in a manner that is attentive to fair housing concerns do not.37 Demolition of assisted housing is unlawful when it results in an unmitigated discriminatory burden on racial minorities.38 Demolition of public housing as part of a HOPE VI plan that includes “attempts at integration and opportunities for residents rather than publicly funded, high density, high rise apartments” is consistent with Title VIII, especially where “the record demonstrates consideration of impact and pursuit of a course of action that, on its face, demonstrates responsiveness to the perceived [racial] impact.”39 Selection practices will violate the obligation to further fair housing when they have a discriminatory effect. Marketing and admission
standards implemented as part of an agency’s obligation to comply with civil rights laws or to operate within a statutory mandate governing selection preferences are permitted. Relocation activities are permissible when an agency acts to mitigate a discriminatory effect. Inattention to that effect will have the opposite result. The same principles apply to site selection, even where assisted housing is located in a segregated neighborhood. They also apply to the way an agency uses the data collected as it assesses the civil rights environment in which its programs operate. In sum, to do nothing invites litigation and liability. Addressing civil rights concerns in a thoughtful and comprehensive manner invites respect from the courts.

Part III: Federal Implementation of Civil Rights Obligations

Like other underwriting factors that affect affordable housing development, civil rights responsibilities have their own regulatory and subregulatory structure implemented through agencies charged with administrative obligations under civil rights-enabling statutes. Part III explores the federal mechanisms for implementing civil rights laws with the aim of additionally defining the obligation to further fair housing and identifying more detailed standards that could form the basis of civil rights underwriting.

Federal Structure for Implementation of the Responsibility to Further Fair Housing

The Fair Housing Act is not the only civil rights law affecting housing programs. Programs that receive federal financial assistance are governed by Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which forbids discrimination based on race, color, and national origin; Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, which outlaws disability discrimination; and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, which prohibits age discrimination. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits gender discrimination in educational programs receiving federal financial assistance, including those offered in connection with housing, such as the Public Housing Resident Opportunities and Self-Sufficiency (ROSS) program, under which training is an eligible activity. Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) bars disability discrimination in programs and services of state and local government, including state and local housing programs. Title III of the ADA prohibits disability discrimination in public accommodations like homeless shelters and in social services offered in connection with housing. Governmentwide implementation of these laws is coordinated through presidential executive orders, and some courts have relied on those executive orders to impose duties directly on housing providers to further fair housing.

The earliest of the presidential directives was Executive Order 11,063, issued in 1962, which assigned to the President’s Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing governmentwide coordination and enforcement powers for combating discrimination based on race, color, creed, and national origin. Responsibility for interagency civil rights leadership has shifted
over the years. The Department of Justice is currently assigned coordina-
tion responsibilities for Title VI, Title IX, Section 504, and those parts of the
ADA addressing disability discrimination in state and local governmental
services and in public accommodations. Governmentwide responsibility
for the Age Discrimination Act has always been with the U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) and its successor agency, the De-
partment of Health and Human Services (HHS). Primary responsibility
for Title VIII enforcement falls on HUD, which shares certain duties with
the Justice Department. HU is responsible for leadership in the federal
effort to affirmatively further fair housing.

All federal agencies are required to promulgate regulations effectuating
federal laws like Title VI and Section 504 and the related executive orders. Justice Department Title VI rules provide a template for all the rules that
affect recipients of federal housing assistance, for the public and private
entities governed by the broader scope of Executive Order 11,063, and for
the state and local services subject to Title II of the ADA. HUD rules for
federal financial assistance and ADA rules, both derived from the Justice
Department template, define a scope of civil rights conduct that is nearly
identical to the Title VIII obligation to further fair housing.

Like the Fair Housing Act, these rules forbid not only intentional con-
duct and segregation but also neutral practices that have a discriminatory
effect. The rules outlaw activities that aid or assist the discrimination of
others. They require planning activities and affirmative steps to remove
conditions of discrimination, including conditions caused by the grantee’s
conduct, conditions not caused by the grantee that interfere with equal
choice and program participation, and architectural barriers that prevent
participation by people with disabilities. They forbid site selection prac-
tices that aid or perpetuate discrimination. The rules require that grantees
keep records from which it is possible to monitor compliance with civil
rights requirements. They also require grantees to advise program partic-
ipants about civil rights requirements, designate employees to accept com-
plaints, and establish civil rights grievance procedures. In short, they re-
flect a coordinated, governmentwide definition of what it means to further
fair housing and, thus, a framework on which to base fair housing under-
writing criteria.

HUD and the Devolution of Affirmative Fair Housing Practices

HUD rules do more than forbid discrimination. Agency regulations and
associated subregulatory guidance try to operationalize the objective of
using federal resources to end segregation and create open housing by
devolving affirmative responsibilities to HUD grantees. HUD calls these
mandates “civil rights-related program requirements.” Like HUD’s Title
VI and Section 504 rules, they apply to recipients of HUD program funds.
They touch virtually every aspect of a grantee’s interaction with HUD and
with the low-income families that are the ultimate beneficiaries of HUD
programs. It is useful to examine these requirements not just for their direct
effect on civil rights program operational standards, but also because they
offer an additional template for the kinds of activities that might constitute
fair housing underwriting.

Civil rights-related program requirements begin when grantees compete
for federal funding or complete the certifications required to qualify for
noncompetitive funds. For example, an application for competitive funding
under a HUD notice of funding availability (NOFA) will not be processed
if the applicant is the subject of an administrative charge under the Fair
Housing Act, is a defendant in a Title VIII pattern and practice lawsuit, or
has received a letter of findings asserting violations of Title VI or Section
504.63 Applicants must also address the duty to further fair housing by
including in their application a description of specific steps to “(1) [o]ver-
come the effects of impediments to fair housing choice that were identified
in the jurisdiction’s Analysis of Impediments (AI) to Fair Housing Choice;
(2) [r]emedy discrimination in housing; or (3) [p]romote fair housing rights
and fair housing choice.”64

The reference to the AI addresses the affirmative civil rights obligations
of recipients of formula-based, noncompetitive HUD grants. Under the
consolidated planning requirements applicable to the states, counties, and
municipalities that receive HUD community development and HOME funds
and the public housing agency plan requirements applicable to PHAs that
receive public housing and Section 8 funds, recipients must certify that they
will affirmatively further fair housing by developing a written “analysis of
impediments to fair housing choice” that identifies barriers to fair housing
and designs and implements an action plan to remove those barriers.65

As part of the consolidated plan, the AI creates opportunities for com-
prehensive civil rights planning across multiple programs. For example,
HUD consolidated planning rules require state community development
and HOME grantees to “describe the strategy to coordinate the Low-
Income Housing Tax Credit with the development of housing that is afford-
able to low-income and moderate-income families.”66 At least one court
has recognized that fair housing planning obligations under the consoli-
dated plan rules impose the responsibility to further fair housing on state
and local agencies, including state housing credit agencies.67

Additional civil rights-related program requirements govern the day-
to-day operations of HUD programs. Contracts for HUD funds include
general civil rights-related covenants.68 Fair housing duties are incorpo-
rated in relocation responsibilities when households are displaced as the
result of HUD-assisted development activities.69 Once a property is ready
for occupancy, civil rights standards affect application, waiting list, and
tenant selection requirements. They govern

use of residency preferences in a manner that does not have a disparate
impact on members of any class of individuals protected by federal civil
rights laws . . . ; [they require] [c]onsistent maintenance requirements; and
. . . [c]onsistent policies across properties owned by the same owner to en-
sure against steering, segregation, or other discriminatory practices.70
They include requirements for affirmative fair housing marketing plans designed as a “means to carry out the mandate of” Title VIII in order to “achieve a condition in which individuals of similar income levels in the same housing market areas have a like range of housing choices available to them regardless of their race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin.” HUD rules also impose a duty on providers to counsel applicants and participants about equal opportunity and fair housing rights.

The early litigation brought under Title VIII to enforce the duty to further fair housing resulted in the promulgation of a special category of HUD civil rights-related program requirements: agency site and neighborhood selection standards for HUD-assisted housing. With variations that result from program differences, the standards apply to public housing, the Project-Based Housing Choice Voucher Program, the HOME program, properties developed in the Section 202 program of housing and services for elders, and the Section 811 program of housing and supportive services for people with disabilities.

Recently reissued regulations for the Project-Based Housing Choice Voucher Program are the best articulation of the institutionalized standards for site selection that emerged from the litigation under Title VIII. Under the rules, all sites must comply with the general provisions of Title VI, Title VIII, and Executive Order 11,063, including sites for rehabilitated properties and new construction projects. The criteria for new construction try to balance issues of choice, revitalization, and segregation. New projects must not be located in “areas of minority concentration” unless “sufficient, comparable housing opportunities” exist in nonsegregated areas. Reflecting the judicial view that fair housing goals are to be achieved over time, “sufficient housing opportunities” are defined as a condition where distribution of assisted units, “over a period of several years, will approach an appropriate balance of housing choices within and outside areas of minority concentration.”

Fair Housing in the LIHTC Program

With the exception of a prohibition on refusing to rent to participants in the Section 8 housing choice voucher program, concepts of fair housing and civil rights do not appear in the tax credit statute, 26 U.S.C. § 42 (Section 42). To the extent that civil rights considerations are a factor in the tax credit program, they derive from legislative history, which provides that “residential rental units must be for use by the general public . . . .” One facet of the tax credit regulations is the manner in which the IRS relies on HUD standards for the housing aspects of the program.
follows the same practice in setting civil rights and fair housing standards. Implementing rules state that “a residential rental unit is for use by the general public if the unit is rented in a manner consistent with housing policy governing nondiscrimination, as evidenced by rules or regulations of HUD” and HUD’s Multifamily Occupancy Handbook. The reference to the HUD handbook means that tax credit owners are permitted to offer preferences to classes such as “the homeless [or] disabled” where those preferences are permitted in HUD-subsidized housing developments, but they must not adopt practices “that would violate HUD housing policy,” such as providing units “for a member of a social organization” or “by an employer for its employees.” Under IRS rules, owners must verify compliance with the general public use requirements through annual certifications that they have not been subject to adverse administrative or judicial findings of discrimination under Title VIII. The court in the challenge to the New Jersey Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP) interpreted the IRS regulation to apply “only to the rental of units within a project financed by the tax credit program”; that is, only to individual cases of fair housing violations and not to larger systemic issues of siting, segregation, or furthering fair housing that are at the heart of Title VIII and the related executive orders.

It is hard to know precisely what the IRS intends in the reference to HUD nondiscrimination rules. HUD civil rights standards encompass a broad range of requirements that apply to some housing programs but not others. The regulations include rules that apply to recipients of federal financial assistance promulgated under Title VI, Section 504, Title IX, the Age Discrimination Act, and the implementing rules for Executive Order 11,063. They also include Fair Housing Act requirements applicable to both private and assisted housing and to landlords, sellers, real estate brokers, lenders, and others providing financing for housing, whether or not federal financial assistance is involved. Privately owned HUD-assisted multifamily properties are also subject to affirmative fair housing marketing standards. Nearly every set of rules in individual HUD programs includes civil rights-related program requirements that incorporate by reference the rules applicable for federal financial assistance, the ADA, and an array of legal requirements that apply to minority and women business development and employment opportunities for residents of assisted housing. HU rules also include civil rights-related requirements that affect only the operations of particular programs like HOME and public housing. The IRS tax credit audit guide and its draft compliance guide for state housing credit agencies refer to these requirements but offer little guidance on how they should be applied. The draft compliance guide does offer detailed information on the meaning of the general public use requirements, but it discusses only matters that arise under Title VIII.

The IRS regulatory reference to the Multifamily Occupancy Handbook also can be confusing. The Multifamily Occupancy Handbook is the guidance for privately owned, HUD-subsidized multifamily housing programs. It cov-
ers programs receiving federal financial assistance within the meaning of Title VI and related laws and therefore includes a chapter that offers guidance on all of the civil rights rules found in HUD regulations. As an analytical matter, it is not clear whether all of HUD’s rules and the entire handbook actually apply to LIHTC properties, as the IRS regulation suggests. There is no clear guidance on whether tax credits constitute “federal financial assistance” within the meaning of laws like Title VI, Title IX, or Section 504. Indeed, in an entirely different guidance document, HUD’s relocation handbook says that LIHTCs are not federal financial assistance within the meaning of the Uniform Relocation Act. These distinctions are potentially significant. For example, Section 504 standards require the construction of architectural accessibility features in properties that undergo “substantial alteration,” while Title VIII access requirements apply only to new construction.

The Multifamily Occupancy Handbook devotes an entire chapter to the more detailed selection preferences and eligibility standards applicable in individual HUD programs. These standards are presumably relevant to IRS civil rights compliance only when those HUD programs are used in combination with tax credits. The one direct reference in the Multifamily Occupancy Handbook to tax credits appears in a discussion about single-sex housing programs and gender discrimination under Title VIII. In that context, the handbook states that “HUD does not interpret the Internal Revenue Code to require housing providers to obtain a certification from HUD that they are operating in compliance with nondiscrimination requirements as a prerequisite to obtaining” tax credits. The handbook does invite providers to contact HUD field offices with questions.

The IRS has taken some steps to expand the scope of the civil rights oversight in the tax credit program beyond monitoring for individual cases of discrimination. In August 2000, the Department of Treasury, the Department of Justice, and HUD entered into a memorandum of understanding in an effort to coordinate fair housing activities among the three agencies. For the most part, the memorandum supports the IRS’s focus on fair housing issues in the rental of individual units. It aims for better interagency coordination by requiring HUD to notify the IRS and the appropriate state housing credit agency of pending administrative and judicial fair housing cases involving tax credit properties and by requiring the IRS to advise owners about the possible loss of credits in connection with an adverse finding or judgment. The memorandum also calls for joint fair housing training for Treasury and housing credit agency staff by HUD and the Justice Department, activities to encourage monitoring and compliance by syndicators, improved enforcement of Title VIII architectural access standards, and annual civil rights meetings with housing credit agencies. It appears, however, that the memorandum has produced very little actual activity by HUD, the IRS, and the Justice Department.
Part IV: The Civil Rights Critique of Federal Fair Housing Efforts

A long history of intentional race discrimination in federal housing and development programs, especially against African-Americans, informs Title VIII’s imperative to further fair housing and should form the basis for fair housing underwriting. Segregated, blighted areas were razed for highways, new homes, and businesses in the name of slum clearance and urban redevelopment. The African-American inhabitants of the affected neighborhoods were corralled into concentrated, high-rise public housing developments. Federal mortgage underwriters drew bright red lines on area maps to demark the African-American neighborhoods where no federally insured loans could be made. Housing officials maintained separate developments for African-Americans and whites through the use of discriminatory admission and unit assignment policies. The complicity of federal housing officials in creating the resulting patterns of segregation and poverty in affordable housing programs is well established. In its better moments, HUD acknowledges the role played by the federal government. Although conditions of segregation have somewhat eased in recent years, they still persist. Improvements “did not extend to black housing residents, who continued to live in low-income, predominantly black-occupied neighborhoods.”

There is no single, consistently applied standard for measuring levels of poverty and racial segregation. The general view in HUD programs is that a “low-poverty” area is one in which no more than 10 percent of the residents live with household incomes at or below the federal poverty line. A “high-poverty” area is a neighborhood where 30 percent or more of inhabitants live in poverty. There are varying standards used to measure levels of segregation. A common measure defines a segregated area as one in which a particular racial or ethnic group comprises 50 percent or more of the total population.

By these standards, the LIHTC program is on its way to replicating the conditions that plague public and assisted housing programs. In a February 2000 assessment of thirty-nine tax credit properties placed in service between 1992 and 1994, researchers found that 86 percent of the tax credit properties studied were located in neighborhoods with rates of poverty greater than 10 percent; 46 percent of the properties were in areas with poverty rates greater than 30 percent. Seventy-two percent of the surveyed properties were located in central cities. Nearly half were in census tracts where 80 percent to 100 percent of the residents consisted of racial and ethnic minorities; another 39 percent were sited in neighborhoods where the percentage of minority residents ranged from 21 percent to 79 percent. Fifty-two percent of the surveyed properties were occupied only by minority tenants; 78 percent of the properties had minority tenant populations of greater than 70 percent. More than half of the properties were
occupied by a resident population that was more minority than the surrounding neighborhood.\textsuperscript{113}

A December 2003 survey examined 9,311 projects, in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas, consisting of 633,080 LIHTC units placed in service between 1995 and 2001.\textsuperscript{114} The 2003 study found that some 21 percent of all the surveyed units placed in service in that time period were located in high-poverty areas.\textsuperscript{115} Nearly two-thirds of the 1995 to 2001 units were located in census tracts with poverty rates greater than 10 percent, and 18.2 percent of the projects were in areas with rates of poverty greater than 30 percent.\textsuperscript{116} More than a fifth of LIHTC properties, or 21.4 percent, were in areas where minorities made up over 80 percent of the population.\textsuperscript{117} Nearly half of the properties, or 48.5 percent, were sited in neighborhoods where the percentage of minority residents ranged from 21 percent to 79 percent.\textsuperscript{118} Slightly more than 40 percent of the 1995–2001 units were located in areas where the minority population exceeded 50 percent.\textsuperscript{119} These facts led to litigation in New Jersey and Connecticut and foretell more lawsuits.\textsuperscript{120}

Despite the federal apparatus for affirmatively furthering fair housing, segregated living patterns also persist in private housing throughout metropolitan housing markets, where segregation diminished only incrementally between 1990 and 2000.\textsuperscript{121} The work of reversing these injustices remains unfinished decades after the enactment of Title VIII and motivates powerful critiques of federal, state, and local housing policies. Writing in 1998, Florence Roisman, for example, criticized both the IRS and state housing credit agencies for failing to further fair housing.\textsuperscript{122} Roisman proposed three types of changes to Treasury regulations to correct that failure. First, she urged the IRS to amend LIHTC rules to explicitly acknowledge that tax credit housing is subject to Title VIII and to incorporate into the rules the statutory obligation to not discriminate against Section 8 participants.\textsuperscript{123} Second, she proposed new civil rights compliance standards for state housing credit agencies. The specific proposals track many of the requirements embodied in HUD’s civil rights-related program requirements, including state certifications of compliance with fair housing laws, fair housing planning, civil rights complaint mechanisms, standards for affirmative fair housing marketing, data collection and fair housing monitoring, threshold civil rights eligibility requirements for tax credit applicants, and site and neighborhood standards.\textsuperscript{124} Finally, Roisman suggested devolving some of these responsibilities to developers applying for and operating housing assisted with LIHTCs, again in much the same way HUD devolves similar duties to its grantees.\textsuperscript{125}

Other critiques of government policies focus more broadly on civil rights and housing within a regional context of opportunity that also encompasses jobs, education, transportation, child care, environmental enforcement, and structures for local political participation. These critiques argue that racial and economic equity is accomplished with an emphasis not just on removing conditions of segregation, but also on opening up access to
the “complex, interconnected web of opportunity structures . . . that significantly affect . . . quality of life.” To proponents of this “opportunity-based” model of civil rights, a variety of factors combine to cement in place racial isolation, exclusion, and segregation:

- shortage of affordable housing;
- increasing number of people of color as a percentage of the overall population;
- persistence of racial discrimination in housing, education, health care, and employment;
- increased income inequality;
- movement of jobs away from urban centers;
- poor networks for public transportation;
- fiscal policies that divert government resources away from affordable housing and the social safety net; and
- fragmentation of government authority for planning and land use.

The opportunity-based civil rights model calls for regional planning and resource utilization, as opposed to the current fragmented model that directs housing resources to local, place-based governments and entities. It suggests policy changes that break down local land use barriers to affordable housing development, such as fair share housing laws that impose a duty on municipalities to build enough affordable units to accommodate a proportionate share of a region’s low-income population, inclusionary zoning and density bonus criteria, and linkage fees that raise funding for affordable housing from developers that build commercial facilities and market-rate dwellings. It supports race-conscious strategies that link housing location with considerations of environmental safety and employment and educational opportunities. It calls for voting reforms and improved structures for participation by low-income households and people of color in the political processes that govern local decision making.

With respect to housing programs, the opportunity-based housing model urges a larger government financial commitment to programs that preserve existing affordable housing and construct new affordable housing units. It supports increases to the Section 8 housing choice voucher program and expansion of programs that promote regional mobility with Section 8 vouchers. Opportunity-based housing calls on federal policy makers to promulgate regulations that break down segregated living patterns through affirmative steps to further fair housing. It urges an increased financial commitment to fair housing enforcement, meaningful and strengthened civil rights compliance activities, and data collection to monitor the civil rights effect of housing policies. It recommends federal leadership in regional strategies to open up and desegregate metropolitan housing markets.

Part V: Uneven Progress and Difficult Tasks

One measure of compliance with the responsibility to further fair housing is to understand whether there is “activity that tends to increase . . .
supply of open housing." From that standpoint, it is worth understanding whether there is evidence of civil rights progress on the policy front with corresponding improvements in actual fair housing conditions. Part V examines those questions, first by looking at the extent of policy changes and then at the results of the changes. It concludes that policy improvements have been modest at best. The resulting conditions suggest a means of understanding the civil rights difficulties and the risks associated with developing affordable housing and a way of understanding the practical implications of fair housing underwriting.

Policy Progress

Some of the civil rights policy recommendations discussed in Part IV are now making their way into practice. IRS regulations were amended in January 2000 to require housing credit agencies to monitor for compliance with the general public use rule by obtaining owner certifications about the existence of fair housing complaints and compliance with Section 42’s nondiscrimination provisions for participants in the Section 8 housing choice voucher program. Section 42 was amended to limit the LIHTC “basis boost” in allocations of tax credits to buildings in high-poverty qualified census tracts that are also “revitalizing areas.” By 2001, forty-three state QAPs “awarded preference points to projects that contributed to locally drafted community revitalization plans” and thirty-seven states “gave preference points to projects based on whether they were located in metropolitan or non-metropolitan areas. . . .” An explicit acknowledgment of the applicability of Title VIII, threshold civil rights eligibility, standards, and affirmative fair housing marketing requirements are becoming features of state QAPs. QAPs also increasingly use preference points in competitive applications to target allocations to projects serving households protected by fair housing and civil rights laws. The majority of states, for example, offer preferential selection to “special needs” tax credit projects serving people with disabilities, elders, and large families. Two states offer extra selection points to projects with “minority preferences.”

The recommendations of advocates of opportunity-based models of affordable housing development are also gaining some currency. In states like Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, and New Jersey, long-standing laws offer relief from local zoning laws, provide smart-growth incentives for inclusionary zoning practices, and impose fair share housing obligations on suburban communities. Advocates promote models of local engagement in which developers enter into dialogues with local officials and neighbors to neutralize opposition to affordable housing.

The federal public housing program has also been the target of reform. Public housing income deconcentration requirements apply to virtually all federal public housing and encourage PHAs to link opportunities in higher-income public housing developments with regional solutions to racial integration. Spurred by the findings of the National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing, the HOPE VI program has allocated
some $5 billion to demolish, rehabilitate, and replace severely distressed public housing and revitalize the neighborhoods in which the housing is located. The worst public housing is occupied by the victims of the deliberate policies of race discrimination practiced by local, state, and federal housing and community development officials, i.e., the extremely poor, African-American or Latino people, and minority female-headed families with children. The neighborhoods surrounding public housing are also overwhelmingly occupied by the poor and minority groups. Consequently, well-executed public housing revitalization has within it the potential to affirmatively further fair housing by reversing deep and intractable conditions of discrimination.

Reforms have changed the Section 8 housing choice voucher program. From 1994 to 1998, HUD sponsored a Moving to Opportunity (MTO) demonstration program intended to measure the benefits of using Section 8 vouchers to enable low-income households to move from high-poverty public and assisted housing to private market homes in low-poverty census tracts. The agency’s Section 8 Management Assessment Program incorporates some of the mobility principles learned from the MTO demonstration program by requiring PHAs to adopt a written Section 8 policy to encourage participation by landlords outside areas of minority concentration and closer to jobs, schools, and transportation. PHAs also receive extra assessment points by placing Section 8 households in census tracts with poverty rates of less than 10 percent.

The Practical Difficulties of Implementation

Despite indicators of progress on a policy level, it is not clear that these strategies have been implemented on a comprehensive basis. Furthermore, the record suggests that, even when implemented, their civil rights effectiveness is moderate at best. This outcome seems true even in the context of court orders in public housing desegregation cases. The tax credit program, for example, has shown “a slight trend toward the development of more tax credit units in the suburbs and fewer in central cities and non-metro areas.” That minor change did not improve civil rights conditions for LIHTC residents. “[T]he data show no clear trends in the percentage of LIHTC units developed in census tracts with high rates of poverty, minority population, or renter-occupied units.” Consequently, the LIHTC portfolio, characterized by a significant degree of concentration of poverty and racial segregation, appears unchanged from 1992 to nearly the present day.

Zoning relief laws in New Jersey, Connecticut, and Massachusetts have resulted in the construction of thousands of new units of affordable housing in less segregated, low-poverty suburbs. The evidence shows, however, that many suburban projects proposed under these laws do not survive the permitting process or local opposition. Negotiated approaches to neighborhood opposition often lead to smaller projects with fewer affordable units, selection preferences that favor local residents, and a bias towards...
homeownership and housing that serves higher-income households. Even though enactment of laws that break down regulatory barriers is often motivated in part by a desire to promote racially integrated residential housing, none of the laws directly addresses questions of race. As a consequence, most properties in suburban areas are occupied by white, local residents and do little to promote integration.

Race-conscious public housing development in low-poverty, white areas sometimes is a feature of court orders in desegregation cases. The greatest successes occur in communities where a single organization like a PHA or a community development agency commands most of the required financial resources. Even successful efforts must contend with substantial resistance from receiving communities and therefore require patient, negotiated approaches to development. Nevertheless, restrictive zoning practices, governmental inertia, and organized community resistance can stall, and in some cases thwart, the construction of racially integrated housing in outlying areas. On occasion, there have been incidents of racial violence. In some communities, even the courts are hostile to race-conscious remedies intended to undo decades of deliberate discrimination.

Section 8 mobility programs evidence some efficacy in breaking down patterns of isolation and poverty. Research studies show improvements for participants in neighborhood conditions, employment, health, and educational outcomes as compared to residents of public housing. Mobility programs are most successful when voucher use is geographically restricted to low-poverty areas; when no geographic restrictions apply, households more often move to somewhat better conditions but remain in segregated, high-poverty settings. Moves are sometimes inhibited by a short supply of units in low-poverty areas available within voucher payment standards. On occasion, poor planning floods the market with vouchers, making their use difficult at best. Participating families may be reluctant to leave the community and the social ties established in their former neighborhoods, fearing social isolation; racial harassment in the new neighborhoods; and loss of connection to family, friends, and social services. Lack of access to jobs and transportation may also diminish interest in moving.

Mobility programs are also successful when a large number of participants receive substantial support and counseling to move to low-poverty areas. Success in racial integration is less evident, except in circumstances related to desegregation court orders, where a participant’s choice of housing may be limited by the racial makeup of the neighborhood. In HUD’s MTO mobility demonstration program, participants were divided into groups of families who were restricted to living in low-poverty areas and groups whose vouchers involved no geographic restrictions. For both groups, more than 90 percent of the participants leased units in neighborhoods with minority populations greater than 20 percent. Some 59.4 percent of participants with restricted vouchers and 76 percent of the households with unrestricted vouchers found themselves in areas with minority populations greater than 80 percent. These results are replicated in stud-
ies of households relocated with Section 8 vouchers from demolished public housing in the HOPE VI public housing revitalization program. Section 8 mobility programs in connection with desegregation orders show the same pattern. Even households that initially move to better areas often return to their former neighborhoods. This tendency to return to segregated settings leads some researchers to conclude that consistent, long-term supportive services for individual households are required for mobility programs to succeed in accomplishing desegregation.

The legacy of public housing segregation has resulted in huge disparities in physical conditions between favored white-identified developments and deteriorated, isolated African-American developments. Efforts to equalize conditions by improving conditions in and around isolated public housing are most successful when one stakeholder, usually the PHA, controls the resources and pursues innovative approaches that include public housing demolition, on-site replacement, housing and economic development activities in the surrounding area, and a mix of homeownership and rental development. Efforts that modernize existing developments usually involve grants, capital funds, operating funds, and properties under the PHA’s control. That level of control makes it possible for a PHA to use available financial resources to redress imbalances in living conditions between predominantly minority and predominantly white developments. However, the ability of a PHA to carry out reforms and equalize living conditions is compromised by diminished appropriations for public housing. The civil rights success of revitalization activities in high-poverty, segregated areas may depend heavily on the commitment of city and state authorities and a corresponding willingness to contribute community planning and development funds to the initiative. Success also can be affected by a low demand for new housing in the overall market and the overall conditions of the public housing neighborhoods, which often were selected in the first place precisely because they were isolated, undesirable locations.

On-site redevelopment that results in a loss of subsidized units is a source of criticism. By itself, a public housing capital improvement campaign does little to integrate individual properties or improve conditions in surrounding neighborhoods, which are likely to suffer the same high levels of poverty and racial isolation as the public housing. The HOPE VI program epitomizes these dynamics. The program often is applauded for replacing deteriorated public housing with new, well-designed modern housing characterized by rental and homeownership units, mixed-income developments with public housing, moderate-income tax credit, and market-rate residents. The program offers new models for development that combine public housing funds with tax credits and private sources of financing and innovations in public housing management. HOPE VI is credited with restoring distressed neighborhoods in urban centers and moving displaced households to better living conditions. However, HOPE VI is also criticized for subjecting public housing residents to the very conditions of poverty and segregation created by previous delib-
erate policies of discrimination in federal housing programs.\textsuperscript{166} It is also the subject of some of the most recent litigation alleging race discrimination in affordable housing programs.\textsuperscript{167}

Civil rights criticism of the program is not unfounded. HOPE VI has resulted in a significant reduction in the number of assisted units. Quite apart from the diminished supply of assisted housing, few of the original residents, estimated at 20 percent to less than 50 percent, return to the revitalized communities. Although the displaced former tenants live in areas with less poverty, at least 40 percent still live in census tracts with rates of poverty greater than 30 percent. Relocation has not resulted in less segregation. One study of Chicago’s HOPE VI efforts “found that nearly all original residents who moved with vouchers ended up in neighborhoods that were at least 90 percent African-American.”\textsuperscript{168} The least likely candidates for rehousing in new HOPE VI communities are “hard-to-house” families, that is, those households that contain people with disabilities; large households; “grandfamilies” consisting of elders caring for minor children; elderly households; and families with multiple barriers to access to housing, such as histories of mental illness, substance abuse, lack of education or work history, and criminal backgrounds. These families may be ineligible for HOPE VI housing opportunities because of admissions policies that limit occupancy to working households, units that are designed for smaller families, rigorous requirements associated with past histories of even minor criminal conduct, or credit requirements that are based on private rental market standards.\textsuperscript{169} There is a civil rights dimension to exclusion of these families, if only because the denial of a right to return may exclude people with disabilities protected by disability discrimination laws, elders protected by age discrimination rules, or families with children under the protection of the Title VIII prohibition against discrimination based on familial status.\textsuperscript{170}

The intractability of existing conditions of segregation and discrimination also works to hamper civil rights advances. For example, in public housing desegregation cases, it is a relatively simple matter to change discriminatory tenant selection practices. “The most common remedy . . . is to merge the Section 8 and public housing waiting lists to increase housing opportunities for all housing assistance applicants. Other changes include revisions to transfer procedures such as race-conscious tenant selection procedures . . . .”\textsuperscript{171} The ability of such changes to achieve racial integration is questionable. Waiting lists are often predominated by racial and ethnic minorities, and, over time, the proportion of whites in family housing may be substantially reduced.\textsuperscript{172} Minorities and nonminorities alike are reluctant to move to developments that are populated with majorities of other races because of racial bias, fear of racial violence, poor quality housing, bad neighborhoods, isolation of developments from jobs and transportation, and opposition by tenants of the receiving properties.\textsuperscript{173} Fears of racial violence are real. In at least one jurisdiction subject to a consent decree, de-
segregation was thwarted by “racial taunts, bomb threats, and [Ku Klux] Klan intimidation” directed against African-Americans.174

Objective concerns about neighborhood conditions and racial violence are not the only factors that impede integrative moves. There is sometimes a mismatch among the tolerances that different racial groups have for living with one another. Surveys show, for example, that many whites prefer to live in neighborhoods where they are a clear majority, and they show a higher level of intolerance for living with African-Americans as opposed to other racial and ethnic groups. African-Americans and Latinos show a willingness to live in areas equally balanced between whites and minorities or in communities where they are in an only slight minority. Among African-Americans, indications are that integration is of lesser priority than access to equality of opportunity.175

The success of civil rights strategies in affordable housing programs is also affected by the extent to which federal agencies are engaged partners in implementation, oversight, enforcement, and financial support. For example, regional approaches to desegregation cases succeed where HUD provides leadership and exercises authority over multiple agencies. In other cases, however, “HUD’s follow-through on implementation often falls short. . . . Lack of aggressive monitoring from HUD has exacerbated problems at some sites, including poor compliance and mistakes that have left some African-American tenants in poor quality housing.”176 Lack of staffing, staff capacity, and inadequate funding result in weaknesses in HUD’s ability to monitor compliance with civil rights requirements in federally funded programs. Even though the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity has made significant progress in closing a large backlog of aged Title VIII administrative complaints,

[the total number of complaints filed each year with “Fair Housing Act enforcement agencies” makes up less than 1 percent of the estimated acts of housing discrimination that occur annually. . . . Taken together, it is reasonable to conclude that justice may not be forthcoming in a timely way for many victims of housing discrimination.177

Finally, as the current administration moves to terminate or reduce federal funding for public housing, Section 8 vouchers, Community Development Block Grants, HOME, homeless programs, and fair housing enforcement, the ability to secure the needed financial resources to carry out civil rights reforms and affirmatively further fair housing is severely compromised.

Part VI: Conclusion

The lessons learned in the HOPE VI and Section 8 mobility programs, from the implementation of court orders in public housing desegregation cases and from the application of land use laws that break down regulatory barriers to suburban development, show that civil rights progress in affordable housing programs will be achieved only with financial commitment,
patience, and discipline. It is plain that the focus must be on more than the physical revitalization of segregated, high-poverty neighborhoods and the construction of new units in low-poverty areas of opportunity. The experience of successful mobility programs and HOPE VI public housing revitalization activities indicates that in order to further fair housing, it is critical to focus on the human aspects of affordable housing and civil rights. In other words, equal housing opportunity has true efficacy if housing providers are cognizant of people; supportive of individual human needs within the context of a community; and protective of the right to live free of bias and fear, near to real social and economic opportunity, without regard to race, color, ethnic origin, disability, age, and other protected characteristics.

It is unlikely in the current political environment that the public financial resources will be made available or that agency capacity will be sufficient to sustain a federally led and concerted effort to promote civil rights aims in affordable housing. Lack of federal leadership will not, however, protect against litigation for the state and local agencies, lenders, syndicators, or developers that disregard civil rights requirements in general and the obligation to further fair housing in particular. Consequently, the nonfederal stakeholders in affordable housing development would be well served by some approach ensuring that fair housing considerations receive a proper level of attention.

Housing credit agencies, state and municipal lenders, private lenders, syndicators, and developers all play very particular and specialized roles as stakeholders in affordable housing projects. As stakeholders, they rely on carefully designed program requirements, audit and enforcement procedures, financial underwriting criteria, and development and property management standards to meet the compliance requirements and financial expectations for all participants. These techniques are driven by concerns for financial risk avoidance, risk management, and risk mitigation. Consider, for example, how lenders, syndicators, and government agencies conduct due diligence to ascertain the environmental risks associated with a proposed site, examine budgets to determine financial feasibility, and gather financial statements and audits to ensure that a borrower or developer has the financial capacity to carry out a project. Or consider the “comprehensive market study of the housing needs of the individuals to be served by the project” required in the LIHTC program and the way lenders and syndicators routinely require market studies to ensure that there is a demand for proposed housing developments.

Investors and lenders also look for ways to shift the risk of financial loss to others by asking for representations of legal authority to transact business, warranties of financial condition, promises of regulatory compliance, and other covenants. Legal opinions, including tax attorney opinions that address complex topics of audit risk, serve a similar purpose. Guarantees and repurchase agreements, through which a developer or owner promises to cover the losses of the lender or the investor for such matters as cost
overruns, failure to complete construction, failure to deliver tax benefits, and environmental losses, are additional tools used to shift responsibility when things go wrong. In order to ensure that affordable housing properties are operationally viable after construction completion and lease-up, partnership agreements, loan documents, and regulatory agreements often require owners to make regular reports to lenders and investors. Noncompliance with operating standards or evidence of financial difficulties may trigger remedial actions or force financial contributions by general partners and guarantors and can result in removal of a general partner or a management agent from day-to-day operations. These devices not only protect investors or lenders but also impose discipline on developers and provide powerful incentives for ensuring that projects are developed properly and on time.

The responsibility to affirmatively further fair housing by utilizing an institutionalized method to analyze the “relevant racial and socioeconomic information necessary for compliance with” Title VIII is, in many respects, the civil rights equivalent of financial underwriting in an affordable housing transaction. Consequently, it ought to be possible to underwrite for fair housing and civil rights considerations, including the obligation to further fair housing.

The template for civil rights underwriting is available from the already existing federal and judicial structure for implementing the duty to further fair housing. When taking steps to fulfill the obligation, a housing provider has substantial latitude to determine the nature and scope of appropriate action. A federal regulatory framework common to multiple housing programs defines the key elements of the duty: nondiscrimination, planning, affirmative steps that remove conditions of discrimination over a period of time, monitoring, and record keeping. For recipients of HUD assistance, the devolution of the obligation to further fair housing means that civil rights concerns are addressed at every stage of the process: when applicants seek funds, when projects are selected for funding, when contracts are signed, when HUD funds are distributed, when sites are selected for projects, when households are displaced by development activities, and when dwelling units are made available for occupancy. Judicial decisions teach that fair housing responsibilities are informed and even limited by the statutory and regulatory requirements at work for the particular housing program in question and by the role that the agency or recipient plays within the statutory and regulatory structure.

Underwriting for fair housing means that applicants for financing would be required to meet threshold civil rights requirements, similar to the standards used by HUD to distribute competitive funds under NOFAs. Market studies could scan the racial, ethnic, family, age, and disability status of the households that might be displaced by development. They could include components that identify whether a proposed property is located in a revitalizing area, or whether conditions of racial, economic, and social isolation will result in perpetuation or exacerbation of segregation. Civil rights
elements in market studies also could address the factors associated with the opportunity-based housing approach to fair housing: meaningful access to jobs, transportation, good quality schools, and political participation.

Civil rights underwriting can take into account whether relocation activities will comply with the fair housing–related requirements for relocating families displaced by development activities. It can also include due diligence standards that ensure a proposed project will comply with the architectural access requirements of Section 504, Title VIII, and the ADA. Underwriting for fair housing might include an analysis to ensure that the location of a property will not perpetuate segregation and will lead to wider housing opportunities across a housing market area. Budgeting standards might measure whether there are adequate funds for proper relocation. Underwriting standards used by housing credit agencies, government and private lenders, and syndicators might involve relaxed cost criteria for the higher land acquisition costs and larger per-unit transaction costs that are associated with low-density developments in suburban locations. Like the LIHTC market study, there are ready templates for this kind of due diligence, including, for example, HUD’s HOPE VI Relocation Plan Guide, the self-evaluations required by Section 504 and the ADA, affirmative fair housing marketing plans, and the plans proposed by HUD in connection with compliance with Title VI to ensure meaningful access for people with limited English-speaking ability.

After occupancy, an owner can be required to provide more than the certifications of no Title VIII administrative charges required by the LIHTC rules. Owners can be required to monitor and report on the characteristics of applicants on waiting lists and occupants in residency in much the same way HUD regulations require that public housing waiting lists be monitored to ensure that site-based selection practices do not result in segregation.

It bears repeating that some of these techniques are already in use in the affordable housing context. Applicants for tax credits often must certify that they are not the subjects of civil rights charges, and many housing credit agencies require the submission of affirmative fair housing marketing plans in connection with reservations of credits. Recipient and subrecipient contracts for HUD assistance incorporate civil rights compliance covenants. Tax credit regulatory agreements and the forms of partnership documents in use in LIHTC projects often include representations and covenants about compliance with the general public use rule and the nondiscrimination provisions applicable to Section 8 voucher program participants. Guarantees given by developers to cover the loss of investor tax benefits presumably extend to a loss of credits associated with a violation of the general public use rule.

Fair housing underwriting is a modest idea. The objective is only to make fair housing visible in the affordable housing real estate transaction by placing an assessment of civil rights risk on the same plane as an evaluation of financial risk. In a judicial setting where the obligation to further fair housing confers discretion on owners and other stakeholders, fair hous-
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ing underwriting does not mean that a project is necessarily blocked if civil rights risks are identified. It should mean that there has been an analysis of civil rights concerns, a consideration of the mitigating steps needed to neutralize discriminatory outcomes, and an identification of the affirmative activities necessary to promote equal choice and residential integration.

Fair housing goals must be accomplished with more than just affordable housing programs. Furthermore, fair housing underwriting in affordable housing cannot take the place of a vigorous federal financial commitment to affordable housing programs. Nevertheless, it is the responsibility of state and local affordable housing programs and the stakeholders in those programs to engage in activities that not only ensure civil rights compliance, but also improve fair housing conditions in the market areas in which we work and in the housing that is developed. To disregard this obligation will lead to litigation, development delay, extra cost, and financial risk to participants in affordable housing programs. Civil rights underwriting can mitigate the possibility of such outcomes. If conducted “in a meaningful way,” we can “expect to see” that affordable housing development will “tend to increase” and will “not significantly diminish the supply of open housing.”
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(“All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property.”). These laws are important. However, the article focuses on the civil rights laws more usually encountered in the context of affordable housing.
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